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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we study the fuzzification of Weingartner’s pure capital rationing model
and its analysis. We develop a primal–dual pair based on t-norm/t-conorm relation for
the constraints and objective function for a fully fuzzified pure capital rationing problem
except project selection variables. We define the α-interval under which the weak duality
is proved. We perform sensitivity analysis for a change in a budget level or in a cash flow
level of a non-basic as well as a basic variable. We analyze the problem based on duality
and complementary slackness results. We illustrate the proposed model by computational
analysis, and interpret the results.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Capital rationing problem is a specific capital budgeting problem for computing the level of investment in projects with
given fixed capital budget, and with no permission for borrowing or lending, while capital budgeting problems may also
include borrowing and lending permission. Several capital rationing and capital budgeting models have been proposed in
the literature (for example, see [1–3]). Lorie–Savage proposed a pure rationing problem with a fixed capital budget, and
with no lending and borrowing, while Weingartner applied linear programming (LP) to the Lorie–Savage problem in [2].
Weingartner’s horizonmodel with borrowing and lending permission has been extended by Bernhardwho added dividends
in a nonlinear objective function [3]. In this study, we consider Weingartner’s pure capital rationing model without budget
deferral from a period to the next period.
Traditionally, the parameters in capital rationing and capital budgeting models have been assumed to be deterministic.
But in real world applications, the parameters are unlikely to be certain. Some approaches with this concern to address
uncertainty in capital rationing and capital budgeting models have been proposed in the literature.
Assuming that the cash flows and budgets follow a predetermined probability distribution has been one of the ways of
modelling the uncertainty in capital rationing and capital budgeting problems. [4,5] have proposed models as an extension
ofWeingartner’s capital rationingmodel by adding stochastic constraints and penalties for infeasibility. However,modelling
capital rationing and capital budgeting problems with stochastic programming may generally lead to computational
intractability, while it may be hard to predict the accurate probability distribution for cash flows or budgets as emphasized
in [1].
Robust optimization approach was applied to capital rationing and capital budgeting problems by [1]. Robust
optimization was originally proposed by the author of [6] who assumed the coefficients of the constraints to belong to a
convex set. He considered column-wise uncertainty and a worst-case scenario in the sense that he advocated a solution
set by considering the worst possible realizations of each coefficient of the constraints. [7] studied semidefinite programs
with ‘‘unknown-but-bounded’’ uncertainty of the coefficients. [8] alleviated the over-conservatism of [6] by proposing
the partitioning of the coefficients in each constraint into two sets as certainty set and uncertainty set. They assume the
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uncertainty as ‘‘unknown-but-bounded’’ or ‘‘random symmetric’’ for LP models. [9] proposed a linear robust counterpart
model for a linear model where the robustness of the model can be tuned based on predefined parameters.
Fuzzy set theory as means of modelling imprecision and vagueness has also been applied to capital rationing and capital
budgeting problems by various authors. [10] studied fuzzy future value and fuzzy present value by considering cash flow,
time period, and interest rate as fuzzy variables. [11] derived an approximate form of present value of projects bymodelling
the cash flows as triangular fuzzy numbers. [12] modelled fuzzy capital rationing as a 0-1 integer program by considering
fuzzy budgets and the coefficients in the objective function, in the constraint set, and discount rates as triangular fuzzy
numbers, and proposed a branch and bound procedure for the solution. [13] studied payback period method, internal
rate of return method, and benefit-cost ratio method with fuzzy variables. [14] assumed fuzzy cash flows, fuzzy rate of
return and crisp or fuzzy project duration for capital budgeting techniques such as payback period, net present value, and
net future value. [15,16] applied chance-constrained approaches in conjunction with fuzzy approach for capital budgeting
problems. [17] applied chance-constrained programming models to the Lorie–Savage problem with random fuzzy cash
outflows and annual net cash flows, and proposed a hybrid intelligent algorithm for the solution. Although fuzzy set theory
has been applied to various capital rationing and capital budgeting techniques, none of the papers examined a fuzzy capital
rationing or a fuzzy capital budgeting model as an LP model in detail to the extent of duality and complementary slackness
analysis and sensitivity analysis.
Since pure capital rationing model is an LP model, we also need to provide literature review pertaining to fuzzy linear
programming. Several papers have appeared in the literature with either fully fuzzified or partially fuzzified models. [18]
studied a fully fuzzified linear program, discussed the notion of fuzzy inequality and maximization of an objective function,
and proposed an evolutionary algorithm. Partially fuzzifiedmodels includemodelswith fuzzy objective function coefficients
or fuzzy constraints or constraint matrix with fuzzy coefficients. [19] proposed a fuzzy linear programming model with
several objective functions. [20] proposed a general model for fuzzy linear programming with fuzzy constraints, constraint
matrix with fuzzy coefficients, and fuzzy right-hand sides. On the other hand, papers related to dual approach in a fuzzy LP
have also appeared in the literature. [21] proposed a dual approach to solve the fuzzy linear programming problem. [22]
examined satisficing solutions and duality in interval and fuzzy linear programming, while [23] analyzed duality in fuzzy
linear programming with possibility and necessity relations. One crucial point in a fuzzy LP is to decide the fuzzy ranking
method for evaluating the fuzzy inequalities. [18] discussed about finding a fuzzy ranking method such that the objective
function will be bounded. [24] classified fuzzy ranking methods into preference relation, fuzzy mean and spread, fuzzy
scoring, and linguistic expression methods. Preference relation methods include degree of optimality, Hamming distance,
α-cut, and comparison function. In our model, we will opt for a comparison function, since using a comparison function
leads to amodel which can be analyzed by duality and complementary slackness results easily. With this concern, we prefer
t-norm fuzzy relation for the primal problem, and t-conorm fuzzy relation for the dual problem, which are extensions of
possibility and necessity relations [23]. [22] modelled a fuzzy LP based on t-norm fuzzy relation, and developed the dual
problem based on t-conorm fuzzy relation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first provideWeingartner’s pure capital rationingmodel, then develop
a crisp primal model from a fully fuzzified pure capital rationing model except project selection variables based on t-norm
fuzzy relation for the constraints and objective function. Next, we formulate the dual model based on t-conorm fuzzy
relation. We give the α-interval under which the weak duality is validated for the proposed primal–dual pair, and then
provide the intervals under which the current basis remains optimal when we change a budget level or cash flow level
of a non-basic variable as well as a basic variable. We analyze the level of investment in projects based on duality and
complementary slackness results. In Section 3, we illustrate the proposed model by computational analysis, and interpret
the results. Finally, in Section 4, we give the conclusions, and suggestions for further research.
2. Capital rationing models
Although several capital rationingmodels and capital budgetingmodels have beenproposed in the literature,webasically
deal with capital rationing problems, and provide Weingartner’s deterministic pure capital rationing model from [1]. Then,
we derive the fuzzy capital rationing model fromWeingartner’s pure capital rationing model.
2.1. Weingartner’s deterministic pure capital rationing model
We present Weingartner’s pure capital rationing model in Model I as the LP formulation of the Lorie–Savage problem.
Model I.
max
J∑
j=1
NPVjxj
s.t. −
J∑
j=1
anjxj ≤ Mn ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
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where NPVj =∑Nn=0 anj(1+r)n is Net Present Value of project j, anj is net cash flow for project j on the nth period, r is discount
rate, Mn is budget limit on the nth period, N is project life and budget life, and xj is project selection variable for project j,
where if xj = 1, the project j is fully funded, if 0 < xj < 1, the project j is partially funded, and if xj = 0, the project j is
not funded [1]. Note that the projects considered in this model are independent projects, discount rate r is assumed to be
constant during the budget and project life and that (−) sign on the left-hand side of the budget limit constraint denotes
the inclusion of the generated revenues to the budget limit for that period.
2.2. Fuzzy capital rationing model
Before we develop a fuzzy capital rationing model, we provide some basics on fuzzy relation and properties.
2.2.1. Fuzzy relations and their properties
If A˜ is a fuzzy set with the membership function µA˜ : X → [0, 1], then we define A˜ as a normal fuzzy set if there exists
x¯ ∈ X such that µA˜(x¯) = 1, where x¯ is the core of A˜. A˜ is a convex fuzzy set if for all elements x1 < x2 < x3 of fuzzy set A˜,
µA˜(x2) ≥ min(µA˜(x1), µA˜(x3)) holds [25].
α-cut and strict α-cut of a fuzzy set A˜ are also defined as[
A˜
]
α
= {x ∈ X | µA˜(x) ≥ α} for α ∈ (0, 1] (1)(
A˜
)
α
= {x ∈ X | µA˜(x) > α} for α ∈ [0, 1) (2)
respectively [23].
A class of functions T : [0, 1] x [0, 1] → [0, 1] that satisfy at least the following conditions for all a, b, d ∈ [0, 1] is
called a triangular norm or a t-norm ( [22,26]):
T (a, 1) = a (boundary condition) (3)
b ≤ d implies T (a, b) ≤ T (a, d) (monotonicity) (4)
T (a, b) = T (b, a) (commutativity) (5)
T (a, T (b, d)) = T (T (a, b), d) (associativity). (6)
A class of functions S : [0, 1] x [0, 1]→ [0, 1] that satisfy at least the following conditions for all a, b, d ∈ [0, 1] is called
a triangular conorm or a t-conorm ( [22,26]):
S(a, 0) = a (boundary condition) (7)
b ≤ d implies S(a, b) ≤ S(a, d) (monotonicity) (8)
S(a, b) = S(b, a) (commutativity) (9)
S(a, S(b, d)) = S(S(a, b), d) (associativity) (10)
T = min = TM and S = max = SM for all a, b ∈ [0, 1] are defined as follows [22]:
TM(a, b) = min {a, b} (11)
SM(a, b) = max {a, b} . (12)
If≤ is a crisp binary relation, and ≤˜ is a fuzzy extension of the crisp binary relation≤, then the following is equivalent:
µ≤˜T (A˜, B˜) ≥ α if and only if inf
[
A˜
]
α
≤ sup
[
B˜
]
α
for α ∈ (0, 1) (13)
µ≤˜S (A˜, B˜) ≥ α if and only if sup(A˜) 1−α ≤ inf(B˜) 1−α for α ∈ (0, 1) (14)
where A˜ and B˜ are normal and compact fuzzy sets, T = min is a t-norm, and S = max is a t-conorm dual to t-norm [22]. The
following definitions are also provided for use in the course of the paper [22]:
−L
A (α) = inf
{
a ∈ R | a ∈
[
A˜
]
α
}
,
L
A(α) = inf
{
a ∈ R | a ∈
(
A˜
)
α
}
(15)
−R
A (α) = sup
{
a ∈ R | a ∈
[
A˜
]
α
}
,
R
A(α) = sup
{
a ∈ R | a ∈
(
A˜
)
α
}
. (16)
When A˜ is a strictly convex and normal fuzzy number, then the following holds true:
−L
A (α) = LA(α), −RA (α) = RA(α) (17)
from [22].
For details of fuzzy relation and properties, the reader is referred to various books such as [24–27] and papers such as
[22,23].
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2.2.2. Fuzzy pure capital rationing model based on Weingartner’s model
We now develop a fuzzy pure capital rationing model based on Model I.
Model II.
˜max
J∑
j=1
˜NPV jxj
s.t.−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxjP˜nM˜n ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
where ˜NPV j = ∑Nn=0 a˜nj(1+r)n . a˜nj = (anj − aˆnj, anj, anj + aˆnj) is a normal, symmetric, and strictly convex triangular
fuzzy number for ∀n,∀j. The boundaries of a˜nj are assumed to be either positive or negative, but not both. M˜n =(
Mn − Mˆn,Mn,Mn + Mˆn
)
is a normal, symmetric, and strictly convex triangular fuzzy number for ∀n. P˜n for ∀n is a fuzzy
extension of the crisp binary relation ≤ for the nth constraint. We assume all constraints as hard constraints and project
selection variable xj as crisp number for ∀j. Although different definitions for the maximization of the objective function are
possible in a fuzzy linear programming model, we follow [22], and assign aspiration level for maximization of the objective
function. Finally Model II will be equivalent to Model II′.
Model II′.
J∑
j=1
˜NPV jxjP˜objZ˜0
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxjP˜nM˜n ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
where Z˜0 is an exogenously given fuzzy goal such that Z˜0 =
(
Z0 − Zˆ0, Z0 , Z0 + Zˆ0
)
is a normal, symmetric, and strictly
convex triangular fuzzy number. P˜obj is a fuzzy extension of the binary relation≥ for the objective function and P˜n for ∀n is
a fuzzy extension of the binary relation ≤ for the nth constraint. P˜obj = ≥˜T and P˜n = ≤˜T for ∀n are assumed to be t-norm
fuzzy relations.
We call an (α, α)-efficient solution set as a solution set which satisfies α-satisfaction level for the objective function and
constraints. We now formulate a model with the (α, α)-efficient solution set.
Proposition 1.
µ≤˜T
(
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj, M˜n
)
≥ α if and only if −
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α)xj ≤
−R
Mn(α) (18)
Proof.
µ≤˜T
(
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj, M˜n
)
≥ α if and only if inf
[
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj
]
α
≤ sup
[
M˜n
]
α
(19)
from (13).
inf
[
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj
]
α
≤ sup
[
M˜n
]
α
if and only if −
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α)xj ≤
−R
Mn(α) (20)
since
inf
[
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj
]
α
= inf
(
−
J∑
j=1
[
a˜nj
]
α
xj
)
= − sup
(
J∑
j=1
[
a˜nj
]
α
xj
)
= −
J∑
j=1
sup
[
a˜nj
]
α
xj = −
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α)xj (21)
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where[
−
J∑
j=1
a˜njxj
]
α
=
[
J∑
j=1
a˜nj(−xj)
]
α
=
J∑
j=1
[
a˜nj
]
α
(−xj) = −
J∑
j=1
[
a˜nj
]
α
xj (22)
by extended Nguyen’s result by Dubois and Prade as in [22] and
sup
[
a˜nj
]
α
= −Ra nj(α) (23)
from (16), and
sup
[
M˜n
]
α
= −RMn(α) (24)
from (16). 
Proposition 2.
µ≥˜T
(
J∑
j=1
˜NPV j xj, Z˜0
)
≥ α if and only if −LZ 0(α) ≤
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj. (25)
Proof.
µ≥˜T
(
J∑
j=1
˜NPV j xj, Z˜0
)
≥ α ≡ µ≤˜T
(
Z˜0,
J∑
j=1
˜NPV j xj
)
≥ α ≡ µ≤˜T
(
Z˜0,
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
a˜nj
(1+ r)n xj
)
≥ α (26)
if and only if inf
[
Z˜0
]
α
≤ sup
[
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
a˜nj
(1+ r)n xj
]
α
from (13).
inf
[
Z˜0
]
α
≤ sup
[
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
a˜nj
(1+ r)n xj
]
α
if and only if
−L
Z 0(α) ≤
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj (27)
since
inf
[
Z˜0
]
α
= −LZ 0(α) (28)
from (15),
and
sup
[
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
a˜nj
(1+ r)n xj
]
α
= sup
(
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
[
a˜nj
]
α
(1+ r)n xj
)
=
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
sup
[
a˜nj
]
α
(1+ r)n xj
=
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj. (29)
By considering Propositions 1 and 2, Model II′ is equivalent to Model III. 
Model III (Primal Problem).
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj ≥
−L
Z 0(α)
−
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α) xj ≤
−R
Mn(α) ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
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Note that, when assigning aspiration level for the maximization of the objective function, the objective function is also
treated as an additional fuzzy constraint in Model II′, and transformed into a crisp constraint by the same fuzzy relation for
the traditional constraints. Finally, when we include the maximization of the objective function, we obtain Model III′.
Model III′ (Primal Problem).
max
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj
s.t.−
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α) xj ≤
−R
Mn(α) ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
where Model III′ can be interpreted as an optimistic case of the generic model, Model II, since at each α-cut level, best-case
values are assigned to cash flows and budget limits. Recall that the solution of a fuzzy linear programming depends on the
fuzzy relations, as emphasized in [22].
Since a˜nj for ∀n,∀j is well-defined in Model II, Model III′ is equivalent to Model IV.
Model IV (Primal Problem).
max
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
anj + (1− α)aˆnj
(1+ r)n xj
s.t.−
J∑
j=1
(anj + (1− α)aˆnj)xj ≤ Mn + (1− α)Mˆn ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
We next formulate the dual problem of Model II.
Model V.
min
N∑
n=0
M˜nρn+˜
J∑
j=1
µj
s.t.
N∑
n=0
− a˜njρn+˜µjQ˜ dj ˜NPV j ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
ρn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
µj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
where Q˜ dj = ≥˜S is a t-conorm fuzzy relation for ∀j dual to the ≤˜T t-norm fuzzy relation. We assume all variables as crisp
numbers.Whenwedefine W˜0 as an exogenously given fuzzy goal for the objective function analogous to the primal problem,
where W˜0 =
(
W0 − Wˆ0, W0, W0 + Wˆ0
)
is a normal, symmetric, and strictly convex triangular fuzzy number, then
Model V is equivalent to Model V′.
Model V′.
N∑
n=0
M˜nρn+˜
J∑
j=1
µjQ˜ dobjW˜0
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µjQ˜ dj ˜NPV j ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
ρn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
µj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
where Q˜ dobj = ≤˜S is also a t-conorm fuzzy relation.
Proposition 3.
µ≥˜S
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj, ˜NPV j
)
≥ α if and only if
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n ≤ −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj. (30)
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Proof.
µ≥˜S
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj, ˜NPV j
)
≥ α ≡ µ≤˜S
(
˜NPV j,
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj
)
≥ α if and only if
sup
( ˜NPV j)
1−α
≤ inf
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj
)
1−α
(31)
from (14).
sup
( ˜NPV j)
1−α
≤ inf
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj
)
1−α
if and only if
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n ≤ −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj (32)
since
sup
( ˜NPV j)
1−α
= sup
(
N∑
n=0
a˜nj
(1+ r)n
)
1−α
= sup
(
N∑
n=0
(
a˜nj
)
1−α
(1+ r)n
)
=
N∑
n=0
sup
(
a˜nj
)
1−α
(1+ r)n =
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n (33)
where
sup
(
a˜nj
)
1−α =
R
anj(1− α) (34)
from (16), and
inf
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn+˜µj
)
1−α
= inf
(
N∑
n=0
−a˜njρn
)
1−α
+ µj
= inf
(
N∑
n=0
a˜nj(−ρn)
)
1−α
+ µj = inf
(
N∑
n=0
(
a˜nj
)
1−α (−ρn)
)
+ µj
=
N∑
n=0
sup
(
a˜nj
)
1−α (−ρn)+ µj =
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)(−ρn)+ µj
= −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj.  (35)
Proposition 4.
µ≤˜S
(
N∑
n=0
M˜nρn+˜
J∑
j=1
µj, W˜0
)
≥ α if and only if
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(1− α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj ≤
L
W 0(1− α). (36)
Proof. Omitted. 
By considering Propositions 3 and 4, Model V′ is equivalent to Model VI.
Model VI (Dual Problem).
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(1− α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj ≤
L
W 0(1− α)
−
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj ≥
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
ρn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
µj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
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Note that the same argument holds for the objective function of the dual problem as inModel III (Primal problem) except
that binary relation≥ in the primal problem is changed to≤ in the dual problem.When we include the minimization of the
objective function, we obtain Model VI′.
Model VI′ (Dual Problem).
min
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(1− α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj
s.t.−
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj ≥
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
ρn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
µj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
Since a˜nj for ∀n,∀j is well-defined in Model II, Model VI′ is equivalent to Model VII.
Model VII (Dual Problem).
min
N∑
n=0
(Mn + αMˆn)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj
s.t.−
N∑
n=0
(anj + αaˆnj)ρn + µj ≥
N∑
n=0
(anj + αaˆnj)
(1+ r)n ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}
ρn ≥ 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}
µj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
Proposition 5 (Weak Duality).
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
−R
a nj(α)
(1+ r)n xj ≤
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj definitely holds for α ∈ [0.5, 1) . (37)
Proof. We provide the proof of weak duality based on [28]. We define:
un = ρn
(
−R
Mn(α)+
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α)xj
)
for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N} (38)
from Model III′.
wj = µj(1− xj) for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} (39)
from Model III′.
vj =
− N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n
 xj for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} (40)
from Model VI′.
According to the definition of the dual problem:
ρn and
(
−R
Mn(α)+
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α) xj
)
have the same sign for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N} .
µj and (1− xj) have the same sign for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
xj and
− N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρn + µj −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n
 have the same sign for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} .
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As a result, un ≥ 0 for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N},wj ≥ 0 and vj ≥ 0 for ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J}; and
N∑
n=0
un +
J∑
j=1
wj +
J∑
j=1
vj ≥ 0 (41)
N∑
n=0
un +
J∑
j=1
wj +
J∑
j=1
vj =
N∑
n=0
−R
Mn(α)ρn +
N∑
n=0
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α)ρnxj +
J∑
j=1
µj −
J∑
j=1
µjxj −
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρnxj
+
J∑
j=1
µjxj −
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n xj ≥ 0. (42)
Since all triangular fuzzy numbers are normal and strictly convex;
−R
a nj(α) = Ranj(α) for ∀n, ∀j (43)
−R
Mn(α) =
R
Mn(α) for ∀n (44)
from (17).
As a result, (42) will be equivalent to the following:
N∑
n=0
un +
J∑
j=1
wj +
J∑
j=1
vj =
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(α)ρn +
N∑
n=0
J∑
j=1
R
anj(α)ρnxj +
J∑
j=1
µj −
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρnxj
−
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n xj ≥ 0. (45)
If
N∑
n=0
J∑
j=1
(
R
anj(α)− Ranj(1− α)
)
ρnxj ≤ 0, then
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n xj ≤
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj definitely holds. (46)
Since ρnxj ≥ 0 for ∀n, ∀j, then Ranj(α)− Ranj(1− α) ≤ 0 for ∀n, ∀j (47)
where
R
anj(α)− Ranj(1− α) ≤ 0 for ∀n, ∀j holds for α ∈ [0.5, 1) .
Since
R
anj(α)− Ranj(1− α) ≤ 0 for ∀n,∀j holds for α ∈ [0.5, 1), then
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(α)
(1+ r)n xj ≤
J∑
j=1
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n xj ≤
N∑
n=0
R
Mn(α)ρn +
J∑
j=1
µj (48)
definitely holds for α ∈ [0.5, 1). 
2.2.3. Sensitivity analysis
Weanalyze the primal problemModel IV for change inMn and in anjwhere xj is a basic or a non-basic variable. In all cases,
we study feasibility and optimality conditions to compute the allowable shift of the core of the triangular fuzzy numbers M˜n
or a˜nj where xj is a basic or a non-basic variable so that the current basis remains optimal.
Change inMn:
We provide the sensitivity analysis for change in Mn based on [28]. Let us suppose that for some n, Mn is changed to
Mn + δ. If we assume a fixed budget variability rate vMn = MˆnMn x100 for each M˜n =
(
Mn − Mˆn,Mn,Mn + Mˆn
)
analogous
to [1], then Mˆn is changed to Mˆn + vMn δ100 . In this analysis, we would like to determine the range of values of δ under which
the current basis remains optimal.
We assume the standard form of the primal problem. For convenience, the indices of the right-hand side vector are
relabeled as n = (0, 1, . . . ,N,N + 1, . . . ,N + J). We define M as a vector with entries Mn for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N},
and 1 for ∀n ∈ {N + 1,N + 2, . . . ,N + J}. We define Mˆ as a vector with entries Mˆn for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}, and 0 for
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∀n ∈ {N + 1,N + 2, . . . ,N + J}. Then, the current right-hand side vector M + (1 − α) Mˆ is changed to M + δen +
(1 − α)Mˆ + (1 − α) en e′n vM δ100 where 0 ≤ n ≤ N , vM is a vector with entries vMn for ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}, and 0 for∀n ∈ {N + 1,N + 2, . . . ,N + J}, and en is an nth unit vector.
Feasibility condition:
B−1
(
M + δen + (1− α)Mˆ + (1− α)en e′n
vM δ
100
)
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ n ≤ N (49)
where B is the current basis matrix. For convenience, the indices of the basic variables are relabeled as q ∈ B =
(1, 2, . . . ,N + 1+ J).
Let gn =
(
β1n, β2n, . . . , β(N+1+J)n
)
be the nth column of B−1. Then, (49) is equivalent to the following:
xB + δ gn +
(
(1− α) vMn δ
100
)
gn ≥ 0 (50)
where xB = B−1
(
M + (1− α) Mˆ
)
is the current basic feasible solution.
For the qth row, where q ∈ B is a basic variable:
xq + δ βqn +
(
(1− α) vMn δ
100
)
βqn ≥ 0. (51)
As a result, the range of values of δ under which the current basis remains optimal is as follows:
max{ q∈B|βqn>0 }
 xq
βqn
(
(α−1) vMn
100 − 1
)
 ≤ δ ≤ min{ q∈B|βqn<0 }
 xq
βqn
(
(α−1) vMn
100 − 1
)
 .  (52)
Optimality condition:
Since the basis matrix B does not change, the optimality condition is retained.
Change in anj:
We provide the sensitivity analysis for change in anj based on [28,29]. Two basic cases are to be distinguished as in the
following:
Case 1: anj′′ is changed to anj′′ + γNB where xj′′ is a non-basic variable.
Case 1.1: anj′′ > 0
Case 1.2: anj′′ < 0.
Case 2: anj′ is changed to anj′ + γB where xj′ is a basic variable.
Case 2.1: anj′ > 0
Case 2.2: anj′ < 0.
We start with the analysis of Case 1.
Case 1: anj′′ is changed to anj′′ + γNB where xj′′ is a non-basic variable.
Case 1.1: anj′′ > 0
Case 1.2: anj′′ < 0.
Let us suppose that for any n∗ ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}, an∗j′′ is changed to an∗j′′ + γNB. If we assume a fixed cash flow variability
rate vanj = aˆnj|anj|x100 for each a˜nj =
(
anj − aˆnj, anj, anj + aˆnj
)
analogous to [1], then aˆn∗j′′ is changed to aˆn∗j′′ +
van∗ j′′ γNB
100 if
an∗j′′ > 0, and aˆn∗j′′ is changed to aˆn∗j′′ −
van∗ j′′ γNB
100 if an∗j′′ < 0, where for γNB < 0 and an∗j′′ > 0, or for γNB > 0 and an∗j′′ < 0,
|γNB| <
∣∣an∗j′′ ∣∣ should hold. In this analysis, we would like to determine the range of values of γNB under which the current
basis remains optimal.
Feasibility condition:
Since the current basis matrix B and the current right-hand side vector M + (1 − α)Mˆ do not change, the feasibility
condition is retained.
Optimality condition:
We should check the following optimality condition:
NPV αj′′,γNB − c ′BB−1
(
Aj′′ −
(
γNB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′′ γNB
100
)
en∗
)
≤ 0 (53)
where NPV αj′′,γNB =
∑N
n=0
anj′′+(1−α)aˆnj′′
(1+r)n +
γNB⊕(1−α)
van∗ j′′ γNB
100
(1+r)n∗ is the modified objective function coefficient of the non-basic
variable xj′′ , B is the current basis matrix, Aj′′ is the current column of the constraint matrix for the non-basic variable xj′′ ,
c ′BB−1 = p′, and en∗ is an n∗th unit vector.⊕ = + for an∗j′′ > 0, and⊕ = − for an∗j′′ < 0.
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Then (53) is equivalent to the following:
NPV
α
j′′ +
γNB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′′ γNB
100
(1+ r)n∗ +
((
γNB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′′ γNB
100
)
pn∗
)
≤ 0 (54)
where
NPV
α
j′′ =
N∑
n=0
anj′′ + (1− α)aˆnj′′
(1+ r)n − p
′Aj′′ (55)
is the current reduced cost of the non-basic variable xj′′ , and pn∗ is the n∗th entry of p′.
NPV
α
j′′ + γNB
(
1⊕ (1− α)van∗ j′′
100
)(
1
(1+ r)n∗ + pn∗
)
≤ 0. (56)
Let
ϕ =
(
1⊕ (1− α)van∗ j′′
100
)(
1
(1+ r)n∗ + pn∗
)
(57)
providing 1⊕ (1− α) van∗ j′′100 6= 0.
Then, the range of values of γNB under which the current basis remains optimal is as follows:
Case 1.1: an∗j′′ > 0
(i)
− an∗j′′ < γNB ≤ −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
if pn∗ > − 1
(1+ r)n∗ (58)
(ii)
γNB ≥ −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
if pn∗ < − 1
(1+ r)n∗ and −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
> −an∗j′′ (59)
γNB > −an∗j′′ if pn∗ < − 1
(1+ r)n∗ and −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
≤ −an∗j′′ (60)
since NPV
α
j′′ ≤ 0 always holds by optimality condition and for γNB < 0, |γNB| <
∣∣an∗j′′ ∣∣ should hold.
Case 1.2: an∗j′′ < 0
(i)
γNB ≤ −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
if pn∗ > − 1
(1+ r)n∗ and −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
< −an∗j′′ (61)
γNB < −an∗j′′ if pn∗ > − 1
(1+ r)n∗ and −
NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
≥ −an∗j′′ (62)
(ii)
− NPV
α
j′′
ϕ
≤ γNB < −an∗j′′ if pn∗ < − 1
(1+ r)n∗ (63)
since NPV
α
j′′ ≤ 0 always holds by optimality condition and for γNB > 0, |γNB| <
∣∣an∗j′′ ∣∣ should hold.
Case 2: anj′ is changed to anj′ + γB where xj′ is a basic variable.
Case 2.1: anj′ > 0
Case 2.2: anj′ < 0.
Let us suppose that for any n∗ ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N}, an∗j′ is changed to an∗j′+γB. If we assume a fixed cash flow variability rate
vanj = aˆnj|anj|x100 for each a˜nj =
(
anj − aˆnj, anj, anj + aˆnj
)
analogous to [1], then aˆn∗j′ is changed to aˆn∗j′ +
van∗ j′ γB
100 if an∗j′ > 0,
and aˆn∗j′ is changed to aˆn∗j′ −
van∗ j′ γB
100 if an∗j′ < 0, where for γB < 0 and an∗j′ > 0, or for γB > 0 and an∗j′ < 0, |γB| <
∣∣an∗j′ ∣∣
should hold. In this analysis, we would like to determine the range of values of γB under which the current basis remains
optimal.
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For convenience, the indices of the basic variables are relabeled as q = 1, 2, . . . ,N + 1 + J . Since xj′ is a basic variable,
the current basis matrix B is changed to the modified basis matrix B¯ as in the following:
B¯ = B−
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
en∗e′j′ = B
(
I −
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
B−1en∗e′j′
)
(64)
where en∗ and ej′ are the n∗th and j′th unit vectors, respectively.⊕ = + for an∗j′ > 0, and⊕ = − for an∗j′ < 0.
Feasibility condition:
B¯−1(M + (1− α) Mˆ) ≥ 0 (65)
B¯−1 =
I +
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
1−
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
βj′n∗
B−1en∗e′j′
 B−1 (66)
where βj′n∗ is the j′n∗th entry of B−1, and 1−
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
βj′n∗ 6= 0.
Proof. Follows easily based on [29].
Let
φ =
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
1−
(
γB ⊕ (1− α)
van∗ j′ γB
100
)
βj′n∗
. (67)
Then, (66) is equivalent to the following:
B¯−1 = (I + φB−1en∗ e′j′)B−1. (68)
Then B¯−1(M + (1− α) Mˆ) ≥ 0 is equivalent to the following:(
I + φB−1en∗e′j′
)
B−1(M + (1− α)Mˆ) ≥ 0 (69)
B−1(M + (1− α)Mˆ)+ (φB−1en∗e′j′)B−1(M + (1− α)Mˆ) ≥ 0 (70)
xB + φgn∗xj′ ≥ 0 (71)
where xB = B−1(M + (1 − α) Mˆ) is the current basic feasible solution, and gn∗ = (β1n∗ , β2n∗ , . . . , β(N+1+J)n∗) is the n∗th
column of B−1.
As a result, the range of values of φ under which the current basis remains feasible is as follows:
max{
q|βqn∗>0,xj′ 6=0
}
( −xq
βqn∗xj′
)
≤ φ ≤ min{
q|βqn∗<0,xj′ 6=0
}
( −xq
βqn∗xj′
)
. (72)
Additionally, for γB < 0 and an∗j′ > 0, or for γB > 0 and an∗j′ < 0, |γB| <
∣∣an∗j′ ∣∣ should hold. 
Optimality condition:
We should check the following optimality condition:
NPV αt − c ′BB¯−1At ≤ 0 for ∀t ∈ NB (73)
where NB is the set of non-basic variables, NPV αt =
∑N
n=0
ant+(1−α)aˆnt
(1+r)n is the current objective function coefficient of the
non-basic variable xt , B¯ is the modified basis matrix, and At is the column of the constraint matrix for ∀t ∈ NB.
NPV αt − c ′B(I + φB−1en∗e′j′)B−1At ≤ 0 for ∀t ∈ NB (74)
where (I + φB−1en∗e′j′)B−1 = B¯−1 from (68).
NPV αt − c ′BB−1At − c ′BφB−1en∗e′j′B−1At ≤ 0 for ∀t ∈ NB (75)
where c ′BB−1 = p′.
NPV αt − p′At − φp′en∗e′j′B−1At ≤ 0 for ∀t ∈ NB (76)
NPV αt − p′At − φpn∗hj′At ≤ 0 for ∀t ∈ NB (77)
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where pn∗ is the n∗th entry of p′, and hj′ is the j′th row of B−1.
NPV
α
t − φpn∗hj′At ≤ 0 (78)
where NPV
α
t = NPV αt − p′At is the current reduced cost of the non-basic variable xt for ∀t ∈ NB.
As a result, the range of values of φ under which the current basis remains optimal is as follows:
max{
t∈NB|pn∗ hj′ At>0
}
(
NPV
α
t
pn∗hj′At
)
≤ φ ≤ min{
t∈NB|pn∗ hj′ At<0
}
(
NPV
α
t
pn∗hj′At
)
. (79)
Additionally, for γB < 0 and an∗j′ > 0, or for γB > 0 and an∗j′ < 0, |γB| <
∣∣an∗j′ ∣∣ should hold.
2.2.4. Complementary slackness analysis
We now develop complementary slackness results from the proposed primal–dual pair.
ρ∗n
(
−R
Mn(α)+
J∑
j=1
−R
a nj(α) x∗j
)
= 0 ∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,N} (80)
from Model III′.
µ∗j (1− x∗j ) = 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} (81)
from Model III′.
x∗j
− N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)ρ∗n + µ∗j −
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(1+ r)n
 = 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} (82)
from Model VI′.
Characterization of level of investment in projects
Based on complementary slackness results, we analyze the level of investment in projects analogous to [1]. Note that
−R
a nj(α) = Ranj(α) for ∀n,∀j from (17).
(a) The project j is fully funded in the fuzzy case
If x∗j = 1, then
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(
ρ∗n +
1
(1+ r)n
)
≥ 0 (83)
where x∗j is an optimal primal variable and ρ∗n is an optimal dual variable.
Proof. Follows easily from the dual problem and complementary slackness results.
The project j is fully funded in the deterministic case
NPVj +
N∑
n=0
anjρ∗n ≥ 0 (84)
from [1]. 
(b) The project j is partially funded in the fuzzy case
If 0 < x∗j < 1, then
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(
ρ∗n +
1
(1+ r)n
)
= 0. (85)
Proof. Follows easily from the dual problem and complementary slackness results.
The project j is partially funded in the deterministic case
NPVj +
N∑
n=0
anjρ∗n = 0 (86)
from [1]. 
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Table 1
Pure capital rationing: A three-project and three-period example
Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Budget
Year 0 −15 −5 −12 25
Year 1 5 5 4 25
Year 2 25 5 20 25
NPV 6.53 2.64 5.22
r = 20%
(c) The project j is not funded in the fuzzy case
If x∗j = 0, then
N∑
n=0
R
anj(1− α)
(
ρ∗n +
1
(1+ r)n
)
≤ 0. (87)
Proof. Follows easily from the dual problem and complementary slackness results.
The project j is not funded in the deterministic case
NPVj +
N∑
n=0
anjρ∗n ≤ 0 (88)
from [1]. 
Remark. In each case, anj in the deterministic case is replaced by
R
anj(1− α) in the fuzzy case.
3. Computational analysis
Weconsider a three-project, three-period example for the fuzzy capital rationing problemwith fuzzy cash flow and fuzzy
budget. We define vanj as the cash flow variability rate for a˜nj such that vanj = aˆnj|anj|x 100 and vMnas the budget variability
rate for M˜n such that vMn = MˆnMn x 100 analogous to [1]. We assume that vanj is the same for ∀n, j and vMn is the same for ∀n
such that vanj = va for ∀n, j and vMn = vM for ∀n. 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% are assigned to va and vM for each case. α-levels are
increased from 0.5 to 0.99 by 0.01. The nominal cash flows for three projects and three periods as well as the budgets for
three periods are provided in Table 1 (data taken from [1]). The discount rate is assumed to be 20%.
We used Xpress-MP software for the computation of Model IV [30]. The Xpress-MP code which is a modification of the
Xpress-MP code for capital rationingmodel in [1] has been provided in the Appendix. The summary of the results is given in
Table 2, where the range of values of δ inM0 and range of values of γB in a03 under which the current basis remains optimal
are also included. Some sample graphs for the level of investment in project 3 are also provided in Table 3.
4. Conclusions
The fuzzy set theory as a means of modelling the imprecision has been applied to Weingartner’s pure capital rationing
problem. The problem has been analyzed by formulating a primal–dual pair, although several formulations are possible.
While dual problem and complementary slackness analysis give insights into the problem, sensitivity analysis determines
the range of shift of the core of triangular fuzzy numbers under which the current basis remains optimal. We performed
a computational analysis to validate the practicability. In this study, we opted for optimistic fuzzy relation for formulating
the primal model, while it could also be pessimistic. Weingartner’s pure capital rationing model has been criticized for its
limited applicability. Thus, the research should be extended to encompass models like the horizon capital budgeting model
for their wider applicability.While a fully fuzzifiedmodel except project selection variables has been proposed in this study,
it is unlikely that all parameters will be of uncertain or vague nature. Thus, an adjusted fuzzification of a more applicable
model like the horizon capital budgeting model could be an appealing research area.
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Table 2
Level of investment in projects and sensitivity analysis for fuzzy capital rationing model
va (%) vM (%) α Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Obj. Func. Change inM0: 6-Interval Change in a03: γ -interval
5 5 0.5 1 1 0.523504 13.5143 −5.975607 5.439027512 0.9179216 1.093457944
0.6 1 1 0.501701 13.0654 −6.020412 5.979588 0.926803 1.088967972
0.7 1 1 0.480118 12.6241 −5.761416 6.238584 0.9315729 1.089445438
0.8 1 1 0.458754 12.1904 −5.505048 6.494952 0.9359715 1.089928058
0.9 1 1 0.437605 11.7641 −5.25126 6.74874 0.9459414 1.090415913
5 10 0.5 1 1 0.576923 13.8321 −6.758241 4.956044857 0.9041096 1.088495575
0.6 1 1 0.544218 13.3122 −6.405027 5.364203538 0.9141047 1.088967972
0.7 1 1 0.511844 12.8037 −6.05268 5.772563184 0.9228813 1.089445438
0.8 1 1 0.479798 12.3064 −5.701129 6.181223765 0.9306535 1.089928058
0.9 1 1 0.448074 11.8202 −5.589834 6.885413465 0.9401036 1.086206897
5 15 0.5 1 1 0.630342 14.15 −7.212285 4.229575256 0.8825066 1.088495575
0.6 1 1 0.586735 13.559 −6.775129 4.772041132 0.8992489 1.088967972
0.7 1 1 0.54357 12.9832 −6.335581 5.319920957 0.9131768 1.089445438
0.8 1 1 0.500842 12.4224 −5.893403 5.87358734 0.924955 1.089928058
0.9 1 1 0.458543 11.8764 −5.448304 6.433469379 0.9350552 1.090415913
5 20 0.5 1 1 0.683761 14.4679 −7.645691 3.536127 0.8551696 1.088495575
0.6 1 1 0.629252 13.8057 −7.131523 4.201810667 0.8816345 1.088967972
0.7 1 1 0.575296 13.1627 −6.610477 4.880089358 0.9022715 1.089445438
0.8 1 1 0.521886 12.5384 −6.081979 5.571867 0.9188336 1.089928058
0.9 1 1 0.469012 11.9326 −5.545377 6.278152235 0.9324359 1.090415913
10 5 0.5 1 1 0.58114 15.5109 −6.463411 4.658540488 0.8999009 1.096153846
0.6 1 1 0.546875 14.6305 −6.176471 5.117647059 0.9114919 1.095057034
0.7 1 1 0.513316 13.7745 −5.886698 5.581282522 0.9213905 1.093984962
0.8 1 1 0.480442 12.942 −5.594057 6.04950701 0.9299222 1.092936803
0.9 1 1 0.448232 12.1324 −5.298504 6.522391881 0.9373349 1.091911765
10 10 0.5 1 1 0.635965 15.8772 −6.904763 3.95238 0.8762733 1.096153846
0.6 1 1 0.590278 14.9078 −6.538464 4.538459077 0.8955884 1.095057034
0.7 1 1 0.545533 13.9709 −6.165053 5.13591833 0.9111996 1.093984962
0.8 1 1 0.501701 13.0654 −5.784317 5.745094353 0.9240423 1.092936803
0.9 1 1 0.458754 12.1904 −5.396037 6.366339089 0.9347623 1.091911765
10 15 0.5 1 1 0.690789 16.2435 −7.325576 3.279074791 0.8461784 1.096153846
0.6 1 1 0.633681 15.1851 −6.886797 3.981127245 0.8766678 1.095057034
0.7 1 1 0.577749 14.1673 −6.435405 4.703350852 0.8997302 1.093984962
0.8 1 1 0.522959 13.1888 −5.970872 5.446604039 0.9177225 1.092936803
0.9 1 1 0.469276 12.2484 −5.49261 6.211823764 0.9321027 1.091911765
10 20 0.5 1 1 0.745614 16.6097 −7.727272 2.636364 0.8065382 1.096153846
0.6 1 1 0.677083 15.4624 −7.222219 3.444448 0.8537823 1.095057034
0.7 1 1 0.609966 14.3637 −6.698117 4.283014868 0.8867245 1.093984962
0.8 1 1 0.544218 13.3122 −6.15385 5.153842615 0.9109111 1.092936803
0.9 1 1 0.479798 12.3064 −5.588236 6.058823294 0.9293515 1.091911765
15 5 0.5 1 1 0.641892 17.6148 −6.951221 3.87804761 0.8751859 1.099009901
0.6 1 1 0.593972 16.2618 −6.568632 4.490192 0.8955856 1.097276265
0.7 1 1 0.547557 14.9607 −6.182269 5.108371212 0.9116392 1.095602294
0.8 1 1 0.502577 13.709 −5.792076 5.73267695 0.9245396 1.093984962
0.9 1 1 0.458968 12.5045 −5.398012 6.363182328 0.9350826 1.092421442
15 10 0.5 1 1 0.698198 18.0321 −7.38095 3.190478286 0.8431496 1.099009901
0.6 1 1 0.638298 16.5709 −6.923078 3.923075538 0.8758563 1.097276265
0.7 1 1 0.580279 15.1745 −6.456308 4.669905495 0.8998595 1.095602294
0.8 1 1 0.524055 13.8399 −5.980392 5.431372353 0.9181222 1.093984962
0.9 1 1 0.469543 12.5643 −5.495048 6.207922515 0.9324054 1.092421442
15 15 0.5 1 1 0.754505 18.4495 −7.790703 2.534878605 0.8004097 1.099009901
0.6 1 1 0.682624 16.88 −7.26415 3.377359698 0.8518488 1.097276265
0.7 1 1 0.613002 15.3884 −6.722491 4.244016344 0.8864677 1.095602294
0.8 1 1 0.545533 13.9709 −6.165053 5.13591833 0.9111996 1.093984962
0.9 1 1 0.480118 12.6241 −5.591128 6.054192355 0.9296355 1.092421442
15 20 0.5 1 1 0.810811 18.8668 −8.18182 1.909089 0.7405287 1.099009901
0.6 1 1 0.72695 17.1891 −7.592589 2.851855556 0.8220021 1.097276265
0.7 1 1 0.645724 15.6022 −6.981129 3.830191472 0.8711094 1.095602294
0.8 1 1 0.56701 14.1018 −6.34615 4.846157308 0.9037101 1.093984962
0.9 1 1 0.490694 12.684 −5.686278 5.901957765 0.9267678 1.092421442
20 5 0.5 1 1 0.706019 19.835 −7.439029 3.097555902 0.8397205 1.102040816
0.6 1 1 0.643116 17.9637 −6.960785 3.862744471 0.8749497 1.099601594
0.7 1 1 0.58289 16.1846 −6.477832 4.635468768 0.8999807 1.097276265
0.8 1 1 0.525174 14.4919 −5.990103 5.415837149 0.9185289 1.095057034
0.9 1 1 0.469813 12.8803 −5.497513 6.203979224 0.9327112 1.092936803
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Table 2 (continued)
va (%) vM (%) α Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Obj. Func. Change inM0: 6-Interval Change in a03: γ -interval
20 10 0.5 1 1 0.763889 20.3062 −7.857144 2.428570286 0.7934312 1.102040816
0.6 1 1 0.688406 18.306 −7.307694 3.307690154 0.8497171 1.099601594
0.7 1 1 0.616135 16.4164 −6.747576 4.203880777 0.8861809 1.097276265
0.8 1 1 0.546875 14.6305 −6.176471 5.117647059 0.9114919 1.095057034
0.9 1 1 0.480442 12.942 −5.594057 6.04950701 0.9299222 1.092936803
20 15 0.5 1 1 0.821759 20.7774 −8.255811 1.790700279 0.7273049 1.102040816
0.6 1 1 0.733696 18.6482 −7.641513 2.773581283 0.8180991 1.099601594
0.7 1 1 0.649379 16.6482 −7.009565 3.784693665 0.8703061 1.097276265
0.8 1 1 0.568576 14.7691 −6.359219 4.825247068 0.9038705 1.095057034
0.9 1 1 0.491071 13.0037 −5.68965 5.89655669 0.9270345 1.092936803
20 20 0.5 1 1 0.87963 21.2485 −8.636367 1.181814545 0.6251105 1.102040816
0.6 1 1 0.778986 18.9905 −7.962968 2.259254222 0.7773207 1.099601594
0.7 1 1 0.682624 16.88 −7.26415 3.377359698 0.8518488 1.097276265
0.8 1 1 0.590278 14.9078 −6.538464 4.538459077 0.8955884 1.095057034
0.9 1 1 0.501701 13.0654 −5.784317 5.745094353 0.9240423 1.092936803
Remarks: Project 1 and project 2 are fully funded projects, while project 3 is a partially funded project in all cases. As we increase α-level for a fixed va−vM
level, the level of investment in project 3 decreases. This is due to the reason that when we increase α-level, the budget level of each period and cash flow
level of each project decrease simultaneously. When we increase vM level for a fixed α − va level or when we increase va level for a fixed α − vM level,
the level of investment in project 3 increases, since the budget level or cash flow level increases in the respective cases. As we increase α-level for a fixed
va − vM level, the range of values of δ under which the current basis remains optimal shifts to the right, whereas when we increase vM level for a fixed
α − va level or when we increase va level for a fixed α − vM level, the range of values of δ under which the current basis remains optimal shifts to the left.
The range of values of γB under which the current basis remains optimal shifts to the right when we increase α-level for va = 5%. But, the range of values
of γB tightens when we increase α-level for other va levels, where for a fixed va level, the right-hand side of the interval of γB stays constant.
Table 3
Level of investment in project 3
Remarks: All graphs have a linear characteristic with downward slope.Whenwe increase the vM level for a fixed va level, the downward slope of the graphs
increases. The maximum level of investment attained in project 3 is x3 = 0.87963 for the va − vM = 20% − 20% level and α = 0.5, while the minimum
level of investment attained in project 3 is x3 ≈ 0.42 for α = 0.99 in all graphs.
Appendix. Xpress-MP Code for Fuzzy Capital Rationing Model
model ‘‘Fuzzy Capital Rationing Problem"
uses ‘‘mmxprs"
declarations
J: integer !number of projects
N: integer !number of time periods
end-declarations
initializations from ‘rationing_fuzzy.txt’
J N
end-initializations
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declarations
PROJECT = 1..J
TIME = 0..N
ALPHA=50..99
M: array (TIME) of real
A: array (TIME,PROJECT) of real
AUNCERTAINTY: array (TIME,PROJECT) of real
MUNCERTAINTY: array (TIME) of real
DISCOUNT: array (TIME) of real
NPV: array (PROJECT) of real
CHOICE: array (PROJECT) of mpvar
end-declarations
initializations from ‘rationing_fuzzy.txt’
M A AUNCERTAINTY MUNCERTAINTY DISCOUNT NPV
end-initializations
forall (a in ALPHA) do
!Define Objective function
Objective:= sum (j in PROJECT)NPV(j)*CHOICE(j)+
sum (n in TIME) (sum (j in PROJECT)(1-0.01*a)* AUNCERTAINTY(n,j)*DISCOUNT (n)* CHOICE(j))
!Constraints
forall (n in TIME)
sum (j in PROJECT) -A(n,j)*CHOICE(j)+ sum (j in PROJECT) -(1-0.01*a)* AUNCERTAINTY(n,j)* CHOICE(j) <= M(n)+(1-
0.01*a)*MUNCERTAINTY(n)
forall (j in PROJECT) do
CHOICE(j)<=1
CHOICE(j)>=0
end-do
maximize(Objective)
! Solution printing
forall(j in PROJECT) writeln(getsol(CHOICE(j)))
writeln(getobjval)
end-do
end-model
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